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Remain out of sight
and protected
at the same time
Specialist manufacturer Wiley X, Inc is offering hunting and outdoor enthusiasts worldwide
two new high-performance options of its stylish yet functional protective eyewear.

New for 2016, Wiley X’s popular
Active Series WX Rebel and
Changeable Series WX Valor will
both be available with Realtree
Xtra camouflage frames.
These glasses will not only
look great on hunters and
shooters but they also perfectly
complement other Realtree Xtra
camou apparel and accessories.
The Realtree Xtra pattern
blends perfectly all year round
in a variety of habitats, making it
the logical choice to incorporate
into these two popular styles.
They also deliver the crystalclear vision and superior eye
protection outdoorsmen have
come to expect from Wiley X.
The WX Rebel will pair Wiley
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X’s new camouflage frame with
glare-cutting polarised smoke
green lenses that are ideal for
use near water, snow and other
high-glare environments.
This lightweight, comfortable
Active series frame is ideal for
medium to large head sizes
and features soft rubber nose
to ensure a snug fit during
strenuous activities and hot,
sweaty conditions.
The camou WX Valor features
an ultra-lightweight half-frame
design that is an ideal fit for
small to large head sizes and
comes outfitted with Wiley X’s
versatile smoke grey lenses for
all-day wear.
It also offers another

important advantage of the
Changeable series – the ability to
quickly and easily switch lenses
from a range of available lens
types and tints.
Hunters, shooters and outdoor
enthusiasts will want to wear
these stylish and comfortable
glasses everywhere they go.
Both models meet stringent
ANSI Z87.1 High Velocity and High
Mass Impact safety standards
as well as European EN.166
standards for true OSHA-grade
vision protection.
Plus, the WX Valor takes
protection a step further,
exceeding the military’s stringent
MIL-PRF-32432(GL) ballistic
impact standards.

Wiley X is the only premium
sunglasses brand with this level
of protection in every pair of
adult sunglasses it makes – a
big reason why the company is
a leading provider of protective
eyewear products for the US
military and law enforcement.
Both these Realtree Xtra
camou shades are Rx-ready,
making them great options for
outdoor sportsmen who need
accurate corrective prescription
lenses in their shooting
sunglasses.
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